CAMS-PM Maintenance Management: MRO From Chaos to Controlled
Parts Room Organization
A well-organized part room is the foundation of successful facility maintenance. A simple, structured parts room is the difference between a
controlled operation and chaos. “Chaos” is not reserved for the parts room itself; it starts there but expands into financial, asset, and manpower
chaos as well. It is impossible to achieve success without MRO control.
•
•
•

You cannot expect successful OEE if parts are being pulled without proper tracking. Tracking preventive maintenance and parts usage is
essential.
If parts are redundantly ordered because they could not be found in disorganized parts rooms, it is a drain on financial resources.
Engineers have more important work to do and their time is more valuable than searching blindly around parts rooms.
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Sustainable Design
Parts Rooms are a living entity, so CAMS-PM is designed to accommodate their ever-changing nature. As facilities change in terms of layout,
equipment, product, and more; the parts storage must also change. Having a highly experienced team that understands the unique parameters of
food manufacturing such as the inability to halt and restart production, is incredibly important to organizing a parts room that works for your
operation. Our team of experts have all worked in food and beverage manufacturing and work with your Engineering department to organize and
configure a parts room that makes the most sense for your needs.
•
•

The structure and functionality of the parts room must work for your operation now and in the future.
Organization is not a “one size fits all” undertaking. Your operation has unique needs that we take into consideration from the start.

Inventory Control Tools
CAMS-PM provides your team with the tools to perform cycle counts and audits using the award-winning CAMS-PM Mobile. The system is available
for Android, iOS, and Windows 10. With on-the-go functionality CAMS-PM helps simplify documentation and reporting right from the parts room.
Easy to use, economical barcodes are built into the system and can be upgraded to extremely fast RFID labels.
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Simplicity
While your facility might run production 24/7, 365, it is unlikely that your parts rooms are staffed with the same frequency. This is not an issue with
CAMS-PM because the system optimizes parts room functionality. Very little attention and labor is required from mechanics and accurate
inventory is maintained.
•

Mechanics need to focus on maintenance and not stocking shelves, we understand how to achieve the best balance.
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